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Aittokallio’s research group: systems medicine modeling and applications 
for revealing molecular mechanisms behind disease processes and predicting 
phenotypic responses to genetic and chemical perturbations
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Individualized treatment of leukemia patients

Wennerberg, Knowles, Heckman, Aittokallio, Kallioniemi Kimmo Porkka



Benefits of ML-based predictive modelling 
(for personalized medicine)

• Supervised machine learning models aim to maximize the 
predictive (generalizability) power at the level of individuals, 
hence providing opportunities for e.g., individualized risk 
prediction based on personal genetic and clinical profiles

• Machine learning models can effectively deal with interactions 
between model variables (e.g., genetic interactions), which are 
known to play a role in the development of many complex 
diseases, but are often missed by univariate association tests

• Many applications of predictive modeling rely on effective 
variable selection, often implemented through model 
regularization, which penalizes the model complexity and 
enables predictions in individuals outside of training data



T2D classification Continuous trait regression



Accompanying pdf
12 page supplementary 
detailing implementation 
issues for many  machine 
learning models for SNP-
based predictors and beyond



DREAM Challenges pose fundamental questions about systems biology and 
translational medicine – crowdsourced collaborative challenges

Designed and run by a community of researchers from a variety of organizations, 
invite participants to propose solutions — machine learning and statistical 
modelling

Expertise and institutional support are provided by Sage Bionetworks, e.g.,  the 
infrastructure providing training and testing data — systematic development and 
objective validation of the predictive models

Allowing individuals and groups to collaborate openly so that the “wisdom of the 
crowd” provides the greatest impact on science and human health.

http://dreamchallenges.org/



Part I - Mining of panels of molecular and genomic biomarkers 
that are predictive of drug (combination) responses in cancer 
cell line models (in vitro) or in patient-derived samples (ex vivo) 

Response 
predictive 
biomarkers

Optimal therapy
options for each
individual patient



Single markers cannot predict drug response



NCI/DREAM challenge: predicting exceptional drug 
responses using combinations of genomic features

Improved machine learning algorithms for in-depth mining of the most predictive 
biomarkers and models for individual-level drug response (in vitro or ex vivo) 

Machine learning models

Random forests
Regression models
Elastic net regression
Regularized least squares
Support vector machines
Bayesian multilabel models
Etc.



Improved machine learning algorithms for in-depth mining of the most predictive 
biomarkers and models for individual-level drug response (ex vivo and in vivo) 

Improved knowledge of the drug-target interactions and  activity status of the 
target pathways should lead to more accrate models and marker combinations

NCI/DREAM challenge: predicting exceptional drug 
responses using combinations of genomic features





Modeling nonlinearities was a common in the top-performing methods 

Use of prior information (e.g., biological pathways) helped predictions

Prediction accuracies only slightly better than random guessing in CV setup 

Winner: Bayesian multitask multiple kernel learning



Kernelized Bayesian Matrix Factorization (KBMF)

22 AML cell lines x 139 FIMM compounds

Task: Predict missing drug response values

– Microarray: gene expression (cont)

– Exome-seq: somatic mutations (bin)

– Compounds: structural properties (bin)

Drug responsesMolecular/genomic features

Structural properties

Compounds

Cell
lines

Ammad-ud-din & Khan



KBMF with component-wise multikernel learning

Ammad-Ud-Din, et al.
Bioinformatics 2016 

doi: 10.1093/bioinformatics/btw433

Prior information: cancer pathways from MSigDB database 



Model validation and pathway-response links

Experimental validation of the model 
prediction in laboratory experiments 
at FIMM (6 AML cell lines and 8 drugs)

Ammad-ud-din & Khan



Feature selection - Bayesian Lasso regression (BLR)

Drug sensitivity testing ex vivo cannot be implemented for each cancer 
patient  -> need for response-predictive biomarkers

What are the most predictive omics assays (Exome/RNA-seq, CNV, 
MS/RPPA-based proteomics, metabolomics, etc)?

Mehreen Ali & Suleiman Khan 



Predictive power of gene expression (RNA-seq) 
vs. somatic point mutations (Exome-seq)

Higher = Better
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Suleiman Ali Khan & Astrid Murumägi
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Part II - Mining of the clinical variables and their combinations 
most predictive of cancer patient clinical responses (in vivo) 

Teemu Daniel Laajala



• Challenge: predicting the overall survival of patients with 
metastatic castration resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC) 

• Material: > 150 clinical variables from four phase III clinical 
trials with over 2,000 mCRPC patients treated with docetaxel

• Project Data Sphere provides one place where the cancer 
community can broadly share, integrate, analyze and discuss 
comparator arm data sets from multiple providers



Challenge Research Questions 
Q1. Predict overall survival for metastatic, castrate-resistant 
prostate cancer patients based on patients’ clinical variables. 
Q2. Predict treatment discontinuation of docetaxel treatment due 
to adverse events at early time points (< 3 months)

Chemotherapy naïve metastatic Castration Resistant Prostate
Cancer (mCRPC) patients treated with docetaxel

Examples of clinical variables:

Patient demographics, lesion measures

Medical history, prior surgery and radiation,

Vital sign, lab data (hematology and urinary lab)

Prior medicine, adverse events, etc.

This Challenge did not include any genomic/molecular data,
in contrast to most other DREAM challenges.





In the Halabi model, 8 factors are used to predict overall survival in mCRPC:

– EGOC performance

– Disease site

– Opiod analgesic use

– LDH

– Albumin

– Hemoglobin 

– Alkaline phosphatase

– PSA



FIMM-UTU team



Our approach

• Build more multivariate machine learning models in order to 
find clinically relevant variables that predict overall survival 
(shortened or extended) in docetaxel-treated mCRPC

• Extend the modeling framework by using ensemble approach 
and additional variables and their interactions in comparison 
with LASSO-based univariate predictors (Halabi model)

• Make use of wide array of both unsupervised and supervised 
machine learning approaches for predictive modelling and 
understanding the factors behind treatment response



(a) Manual extraction of additional variables; model-based imputation of missing data values
(b) Three ensemble components for CELGENE, EFC6546 and their combination. ASCENT2
study from Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center was excluded from the final model.
(c) Ensemble prediction for the AZ study by averaging the ranks over the three components.
(d) Ensemble of penalized cox regression (ePCR) model provides accurate survival predictions.



Missing value imputation:

1) Imputation of missing at random (MAR) 

2) Structured patterns (penalized regression) 



Unsupervised exploration with PCA

All variables after imputation                              Binary clinical variables (yes/no)



Tuomas Mirtti, MD, PhD

Department of Pathology, HUSLAB, Helsinki University Hospital, Finland



Outcome variable (y) and model predictors (x)

• Initial data matrix (X) included 124 variables. After removing clinically irrelelevant ones, or 
highly-skewed variables, 101 predictor variables were used in our prediction model.

• Non-linearity was introduced by modeling a selected set of pairwise interactions, e.g. 
Alkaine Phosphatase (ALP) x Alanine Transaminase (ALT), resulting in 3422 new features

• All 1600 training dataset patients were initially used for modeling the survival (DEATH) of 
the 470 AZ patients. However, 476 ASCENT2 patients were excluded in the final predictions

LKADT = Last known day alive ANALGESICS = Prior analgesics medical use



(Elastic Net type) Penalized Cox regression



Supervised learning of model parameters



Test set results in the AstraZeneca study
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Over 550 participants registered 
for the Challenge comprising over 
50 teams. FIMM-UTU was clear 
winner at the end of the three
leaderboard periods (Final).

Teams must perform better than Halabi model
Top teams must be within a Bayes Factor of <3



Post-challenge evaluation: independent 
compariosn against the Halabi reference

Justin Guinney, Tao Wang, Teemu D Laajala, et al. The Lancet Oncology (in press)





Conclusions and future directions

• Modelling interactions was critical. Halabi misses all interactions.

• Incorporating clinical expertise through priori knowledge of 
variables proved useful. Multidisciplinary expertise important.

• Standardization of data elements and variables is important when 
comparing data from several clinical studies. Data harmonization.

• Making the model more practical for future clinical trials. Further 
testing ongoing with grant from National Cancer Institute (NCI).

• Auria /TYKS and HUB/HYKS biobanks collect many same clinical 
variables, which could help designing more effective clinical studies.

• Adding genetic variation by combining clinical treatment data 
(health care records) with population-level variant data (SISu). 
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